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Summary 
 
The dreamlet method adds the time-frequency localization 
to the frequency domain beamlet method by an additional 
wavelet transform along the time axis. This method has 
been applied to shot-profile prestack depth migration and 
shows great potential on wavefield compression and good 
imaging quality. However, in shot domain migration, the 
point source excited wavefield expands during migration 
on the time-space plane and then increases the amount of 
dreamlet coefficients and therefore, the computation time. 
The survey sinking migration not only downward continues 
the geophones but also the shots. Combining the survey 
sinking and dreamlet decomposition can achieve higher 
compression ratio on the whole data volume. For the 
SEG/EAGE model, the dreamlet survey sinking algorithm 
is 3 times faster compared with the shot domain dreamlet 
method with similar imaging quality.    
 
Introduction 
 
Reflection seismic data is collected in shot gathers. Each 
gather is a point-source excited wavefield recorded by a 
receiver array on the surface. Two common categories of 
wave-equation migration are available in the industry: 
Survey Sinking Migration (SSM) and shot domain 
migration (SDM).  The SDM imaging process is to 
downward extrapolate the point source field and the 
received reflection field independently, and then apply the 
imaging condition at imaging points. For offshore data 
acquisition, each shot has a limited receiver aperture, but 
the shot number can be extremely large. In addition, the 
downward extrapolation of the source fields needs a rather 
large aperture to include all the wave paths. Therefore shot-
domain prestack depth migration is time-consuming and 
inefficient. SSM methods are better suited for marine 
towed cable acquisition geometries than SDM and can be 
orders of magnitude faster in runtime (Dimitri Bevc etal., 
2003).  
Dreamlet (drumbeat-beamlet) (Wu etal., 2008;Wu etal., 
2009, 2010) is a type of wavelet basis for signal 
decomposition along both spatial and time axes, where 
drumbeat is the time-frequency atom and beamlet is space-
wavenumber atom. The dreamlet atoms are localized in 
both time and space and constitute a complete set of frames 
or basis to represent wavefield. The dreamlet 
decomposition leads to a very efficient representation of 
seismic data, and often large data compression ratio can be 

achieved. The dreamlet propagator is formulated with a 
local-background-velocity propagator for large-scale 
structures and a local phase-screen correction for small 
scale perturbations. So the prestack migration can stay in 
the compressed domain with high wavefield compression 
ratio.  
Beamlet survey sinking prestack depth migration was 
investigated in offset domain (Luo etal., 2006). In this 
paper, we propose a dreamlet survey sinking scheme for 
prestack depth migration. The Local Cosine Basis (LCB) 
Transform is applied to the common source, common 
beamlet receiver and time axes, which is a full wavefield 
decomposition using dreamlet atoms. Another advantage of 
the dreamlet survey sinking is that the sinking system keeps 
only the useful coefficients for imaging the structure 
beneath the system at each depth. This property is a major 
factor to speed up the migration process. A three-scatter 
model is used to demonstrate this property. Using the 
SEG/EAGE model, we test the imaging quality of the 
dreamlet survey-sinking prestack migration, and investigate 
the computational aspects on complex geologies. The shot 
domain dreamlet migration result is shown for comparison. 
 
Dreamlet decomposition of prestack seismic data 
 
In this application, we use the orthogonal dreamlet for the 
wavefield decomposition, that is, to use a three-
dimensional LCB decomposition to transform the dataset 
from point source, point receiver and time record into a 
beamlet-source, beamlet-receiver and drumbeat (time-
frequency localized atom) records. LCB uses overlapped 
bell functions to window the cosine oscillation and is 
developed as a type of orthogonal wavelet basis (Mallat, 
1998). In the space domain, the local cosine basis element 
can be characterized by position nx , the interval (the 

nominal length of the window) 1n n nL x x+= − , and 
wavenumber index m  ( m = 0, … , M-1, M denotes the 
total sample points of the interval) as follows 

( ) ( ) ( )( )2 cosmn n m n
n

b x B x x x
L

ξ= −                          (1) 

Where 1
2m

n

m
L
πξ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 and ( )nB x  is a bell function which 

is smooth and supported in the compact interval 
1[ , ']n nx xε ε+− +  for 1 'n nx xε ε+− ≤ + , where ε , 'ε as the 

left and right overlapping radius. 
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. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration 

about resorting the shot-gather seismograms and the 
computing aperture. 
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 Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the dreamlet survey sinking 
wavefield resorting for the SEG/EAGE salt model acquisition 
system. The time axis is perpendicular to the source-receiver plane.  
And the blue part is zero padding for the calculation aperture. The 
strip in the middle of the plane is the original seismic data. 
 
For each common source gathers, we decompose the 
geophone array data into receiver dreamlet 
domain
( ) ( ), ; ( , , , ; ) , ; , ( , )g s g g s g sU x t x U t x x U x t x d x tμω ξ⎯⎯→ =     (3) 

Where dμ
 stands for dreamlet atom and ( , , , )x tμ ξ ω= is 

the local parameter set.  
Then for each common dreamlet receiver, decompose along 
the source line into beamlet sources 

( )
( )

, , , ; ( , , , ; , )

                                     , , , ; , ( )

g g sg g ss
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           (4) 

 
Survey sinking the wavefield in dreamlet domain 
 
The dreamlet survey sinking method involves the following 
steps: 

(a) Dreamlet decomposition of the wavefield 
( ), ,g sU t x x  to get the wavefield dreamlet 

coefficients ( ), , , , ,g g s sU t x xω ξ ξ . 

(b) For each depth, first downward extrapolate the 
receiver wavefield using dreamlet propagator 

( )
( ) ( )
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(c) Then sink the sources for the already downward 
continued wavefield using the dreamlet 
propagator again 
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(d) Transform the wavefield to the space-frequency 
domain for the local phase screen correction.  

(e) Apply the imaging condition at each depth, 
extract the wavefield amplitude at zero time zero 
offset as the image amplitude. 

 
We detail the local phase screen correction algorithms as 
follows: 

(a) For every frequency multiply the wavefield 
( ), ,s gU x x ω with the phase-screens,  

1 1exp ( )
( ) ( )s g

i z
V x V x

ω
⎛ ⎞

+ Δ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

                                 . 

Where ( )sV x  and ( )gV x correspond to the source 

and receiver location velocities, respectively. 
(b) Fold the wavefield using the bell function along 

the common source and common receiver axes (a 
step of LCB transform). 

(c) Subtract the background phase-screen from the 
phase-screen correction in (a) using the local 
background velocities, 

1 1exp
( ) ( )sn gn

i z
V x V x

ω
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
− + Δ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

                           . 

(d) Unfold the wavefield (a step of inverse LCB 
transform). 

 
Numerical example 
 
We use a three-scatter model to examine the diffraction 
hyperbola and its evolution after migration by the deramlet  
survey sinking method (Figure 2 and 3). 

 
Figure 2: Dreamlet survey sinking migration result for the three 
scatter model. 
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Figure 3: The common source seismogram from survey sinking 
(on the left)) and from shot domain (on the right). (a, b) are from 
the first depth and (g, h) from the last depth. (c, d) and (e, f) are 
from the depths where the first and third scatters located.  

Common source seismograms are extracted in different 
depth for the dreamlet survey sinking, shown as Figure 3 
(a, c, e, g). Figure 3(a) and (g) are seismograms at the first 
and last depth; (c, e) are the seismograms at the depth 

where the first and third scatters are located. For 
comparison, we also put the seismogram at the same source 
location from the shot domain dreamlet migration in the 
same depth, shown in Figure 3(b, d, f, h). 
In the SDM, the image at each depth is produced by 
correlating source and receiver wavefield. From these 
figures, we see that the dreamlet propagator always moves 
the seismogram towards zero time and doesn’t wrap 
around. So the time axis will be shorter as the depth 
increasing. The information used to image the upper 
structures is not been migrated anymore. At every imaging 
point, the survey sinking will abandon all the used data 
automatically. This is one aspect in which the dreamlet 
survey sinking will speed up the migration computation.  
Next, the SEG/EAGE A-A’ model is used to demonstrate 
this method on complex geological structures. The 
acquisition has 325 shots with left-hand-side receivers and 
the maximum number of receivers for one shot is 176. The 
original velocity model has 1200 samples in the horizontal 
extend and 150 samples in depth, both the sample intervals 
are 80 feet.  

 

 
Figure 4: (a) Dreamlet survey sinking migration result; (b) is the 
image by shot domain dreamlet method.   
 
Figure 4 (a) shows the dreamlet survey sinking depth 
image. Figure 4 (b) is the dreamlet SDM result for 
comparison.    
Generally speaking, Figure 4(a, b) have similar imaging 
quality. But the dreamlet SSM is at least three times faster 
than the SDM dreamlet method on this model.  The 175th 
shot receiver side seismogram from SDM dreamlet 
prestack depth migration is shown in Figure 5( b, d, f, h)  
and the corresponding  common source from the SSM 
dreamlet are in Figure 5 (a, c, e, g). We use the minimum 
and maximum velocity in the model to evaluate the 

(a)

(b) 
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traveltime and cut the seismogram in SDM method for 
computation efficiency. So there are truncations in the 
seismograms.  
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 Figure 5: The common source seismogram from SSM (a, c, e, g) 
and the same common source from SDM (b, d, f, h) for depth 1(a, 
b), 50 (c, d), 100(e, f) and 150 (g, h). 
Figure 6 shows the comparison of dreamlet coefficient 
amounts between the SSM and SDM at every depth for the 

SEG/EAGE model. The black line stands for the survey 
sinking dreamlet coefficients. The red line and the blue line 
are source and receiver wavefield dreamlet coefficients in 
the shot domain respectively, and the purple line, their sum.  
We see that at the beginning of the migration, the survey 
sinking dreamlet coefficients have a larger amount than the 
shot domain. This is because of the interpolation during the 
source sinking process in the shallow depth. After 
propagation, the source wavefield will spread and produce 
more equivalent sources. That means the common source 
or receiver gathers will increase after propagation. 
However, after sinking to greater depths, the dreamlet 
coefficients are drastically decreased in the SSM scheme. 
This is why the SSM is much more efficient than the shot 
domain migration. 

 
Figure 6 Variation of dreamlet coefficient amount during 
migration. The black line is for the survey sinking dreamlet 
coefficients; the red line and the blue line are the source and 
receiver dreamlet coefficients in the shot domain respectively, and 
the purple line, their sum. 
 
Conclusions 
We applied the survey-sinking scheme to the dreamlet 
prestack depth migration. The results demonstrate the high 
quality imaging of this method and good computational 
efficiency. The dreamlet propagator does not wrap around 
the seismic data on the time axis and the used seismic data 
is abandoned automatically during the migration process. 
The combination of dreamlet decomposition and survey-
sinking scheme in migration can further increase the data 
compression ratio and has the potential to image in the 
compressed domain. 
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